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1 Introduction

In recent years model based analysis has become more and more important
for the development of business processes, manufacturing systems and logis-
tics networks [4]. The ProC/B -toolset [1] is a framework for the modelling and
analysis of logistics networks using the process chain based formalism ProC/B .
This paper describes the integration of OMNeT++ into the toolset that allows
an efficient simulation of process chain models. ProC/B consists of a graphi-
cal editor for model and experiment specification that allows to define detailed
measures for every FU. Analysis of ProC/B -models is realized by external tools,
that are linked to the ProC/B -toolset by transformers: Currently converters to
the APNN-toolbox and the simulation tool HIT providing analysis by simula-
tion, Product-form Queueing Network analysis and numerical analysis of GSPNs
are available. We have extended the toolset with a converter to OMNeT++
and a library that implements elements from the ProC/B -formalism as OM-
NeT++ modules recently, thus allowing for simulation of ProC/B -models with
OMNeT++. In this paper we will give an overview of model and measurement
specification with the ProC/B -editor, the conversion of ProC/B -models to OM-
NeT++ and the result visualization in the ProC/B -toolset.

2 Model and Experiment Specification

ProC/B -models consist of Function Units (FUs) to capture the structural hierar-
chy of a system and Process Chains (PCs) that reflect the behavioral hierarchy.
FUs offer services that can be used by PCs to perform some task and are mod-
eled by PCs again. Standard FUs like server or counter offer predefined services.
The ProC/B -editor provides two different views, one for modelling and one for
the selection of system properties of interest, thus allowing a mostly graphical
specification of models and experiments.
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Fig. 1. Central Server Model

The elements of a ProC/B -model can be placed on a canvas and connected
afterwards. For parametrization the ProC/B -editor offers attributes for each ele-
ment, that can be used to enter interarrival times, scheduling disciplines etc. Fig.
1 shows a simple example of a central server model (cf. [3]) with two processes
and three servers modeled in ProC/B .
In the experiment view the ProC/B -editor allows for measuring system prop-
erties at every function unit. Therefore ProC/B offers three different types of
measurement streams (event, count and state), that are used for standard mea-
sures like throughput, response time or population and user defined measures.
In ProC/B streams can be itemized, so that only processes that move along a
specific path through the model are taken into account.
For the analysis of the model the ProC/B -toolset is connected to several tools by
converters (cf. Sec. 1). Focus in the remainder of this paper is on the simulation
with OMNeT++ and on the conversion necessary for this purpose.

3 Mapping of ProC/B ’s language

ProC/B ’s model descriptions are mapped to the discrete event transaction based
simulation interface in OMNeT++. A library of basic OMNeT++ modules was
compiled, containing the corresponding behavior of each ProC/B language el-
ement [2]. Mapping Process Chain Elements and Function Units from ProC/B
model descriptions to OMNeT++ is done by inserting their respective OM-
NeT++ modules to the model.
The subsequent step is to map process flow through a process chain by estab-
lishing connections between PCE modules. The acting entities of ProC/B are all
processes within a module. It was a natural choice to map exactly one process
to exactly one message in OMNeT++. Hence, ProC/B ’s connections between
process chain elements are mapped to module connections in OMNeT++.
As an important structural element hierarchies introduced by Function Units
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in ProC/B are preserved. A constructed Function Unit is represented by one
Compound Module in OMNeT++, formed by grouping basic modules from the
library with it’s NED-language.
ProC/B ’s measurement streams are supported for basic and composed Function
Units. The update of streams is implemented in simple modules. The itemization
of streams is realized by a new message class, that can carry path information.

4 Simulation of ProC/B-models

The ProC/B -toolset offers automatic conversion of the ProC/B -model to one of
the analysis tools. Furthermore plots can be created from the results.

Compared to HIT , Population Throughput Response CPU time
HIT 1.1559 0.7491 1.5429 35.11 sec.

±0.16% ±0.15% ±0.23%
OMNeT 1.1548 0.7499 1.5398 23.87 sec.

±0.15% ±0.15% ±0.23%

Table 1. Central Server (90% confidence interval)

the mapping of ProC/B
to OMNeT++ improves
the speed of simulative
analysis. Table 1 shows
results of the central
server example (fig. 1)
executed with both an-
alyzers over 1000000 time units. Concerning CPU time usage OMNeT++ is in
advantage over HIT , saving approx. 30% execution time. Experiments with other
models show the same gain of speed, results of larger models are available in [2].

5 Conclusions

We presented a mapping of ProC/B process chain models to the well known
simulation environment OMNeT++. Language elements were translated directly
to modules used to build simulation models in OMNeT++. As far as possible
semantics were preserved, including detailed measurement streams. Animation
features of OMNeT++ are used to visualize process behavior.
Future developments will concentrate on additional speed improvements.
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